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Pollutec 2021: an unprecedented edition!

Unprecedented of course because of the health
situation, which has particularly affected the events industry.
Pollutec was originally scheduled for 1 to 4 December 2020
but, for the first time in 40 years, we were not able to hold it in
its normal format and had to postpone the physical edition for a
year. However, this gave us the opportunity to create a new
100% digital event, Pollutec Online, which took place on the
dates originally scheduled for the show in 2020. The 4-day
event featured 65 talks and 3,000 business meetings organised
in conjunction with the 60 participating countries, attracting over
6,000 professionals to attend. It was also an opportunity to
announce 3 winners of the Pollutec Innovation Awards. A truly
successful event!

Unprecedented because the 2021 edition, Pollutec
Live, is the first hybrid edition. Designed to enable anyone,
anywhere, to attend the event despite the ongoing restrictions,
it has the clear benefit of expanding our audience.
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Pollutec Live offers access to a wide range of live talks; on-site,
virtual or hybrid Green Days business meetings; and our new
Pollutec Learn & Connect information platform. This is where
our virtual visitors can access our Solutions Directory, Capteurs
d’avenir blog, replays of talks, a digital news stand and our
white papers, including “European aid for the ecological
transition”, new for 2021. Pollutec Learn & Connect is a 24/7
information platform, constantly updated and accessible
all year round.

Unprecedented also from an environmental aspect.
There is greater concern than ever before: the heatwaves, fires
and floods seen over the summer, together with the IPCC Sixth
Assessment Report, have once again reminded us that the
health crisis must not detract from our race against global
warming.

Pollutec 2021 reflects these challenges through specific
thematic areas, which we outline below. The show will also
continue to feature a number of themed forums and villages
organised with partners. The Circular Economy event will be
expanded to examine, across 4 days of talks, the major
challenges faced by cities, regions and industry professionals
when applying circular economy principles. Additionally, for the
3rd consecutive edition, Pollutec will feature The Podium, a
major speaking platform located at the heart of the show,
where key emerging topics such as hydrogen and
decarbonising industry are dissected. In total, over 400 panel
discussions and expert debates have been scheduled for
this year’s show.

Unprecedented also because of the thriving innovation
dynamic in all sectors covered by the show, particularly among
more than 500 new exhibitors this year! The 170 innovations
confirmed by mid-September reflect current concerns and
future developments.
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They all use less energy and/or fewer materials and are
increasingly integrating digital and connected technologies,
with a particular focus on recycling materials, health
management of water, reuse, air quality, decarbonising
industry, self-sufficiency, low-carbon hydrogen production,
disinfection of air, spaces and surfaces, floating waste
collection and bio-based coatings.

Also this year, we are launching our new event at the heart
of the show, “Pollutec Sea & Coastline”, designed to
showcase the many environmental solutions linked to maritime
areas and activities at the land-sea interface. The aim is to
respond to increasing concerns affecting the sea and coastline
by drawing out specific environmental expertise and fostering
the transition of marine and maritime activities towards greater
sustainability.

Lastly, I would like to reiterate that Pollutec is being brought to
you by a new team. For many of us – including myself – this
will be our first time as show organisers. We have sought to
further enhance Pollutec’s identity: the friendly atmosphere,
diversity and quality of innovations, high-quality editorial
content and, of course, the wealth of opportunities for
international, multi-sector meetings, all while offering a host of
new features. These include exclusive activities such as the
Water Hub, digital innovations with Pollutec Live and the
interactive map. And make sure to visit our partner events such
as Riverdating, organised by Voies Navigables de France, and
La Rencontre Ecotech, organized by PEXE to promote
innovative solutions for sustainable ports.

I encourage you to make the most of the show and actively
enjoy the many meetings and innovations available to you.

Alexis de Gérard
Director of Pollutec
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Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition 

From tackling pollution and its harmful effects, to protecting the environment and
combating climate change, Pollutec — the leading show in its sector — has over
the years positioned itself as the benchmark event for the environmental and
energy transitions.
Each edition highlights innovations and emerging topics and unites all those
involved in the environment — from France and elsewhere — with a single goal:
providing solutions to the environmental challenges facing every stakeholder.

For this edition, Pollutec has shaped its programme around 5 key
environmental challenges: decarbonisation of industry, management of water
resources, biodiversity and businesses, waste management and the fight
against soil artificialisation.

In parallel, spurred on by the success of 2018, the show will replicate its Circular
Economy Forum, with a programme focusing on how cities and regions can
implement the principles of circularity. This will also be an opportunity to
examine political progress, both at national and European level, and to understand
the effects of these legislative changes at their different levels.

Other highlights include the Pollutec Innovations Awards, which will once again
showcase innovations from French and international eco-innovative companies and
shine a spotlight on the best among them.

Plus, as in previous years, Pollutec will welcome many countries, halls and
international delegations to the show, including Tunisia, our Country of Honour in
light of its significant environmental challenges.

• New for 2021: Pollutec Live
With over 400 talks and activities, each edition of Pollutec offers an international
programme of meetings, workshops and demonstrations dedicated to
environmental sector news and enabling professionals to network with each other.
This year, the show has elected to live stream a number of talks covering the
show’s major themes. These talks will be available free of charge to subscribers
and also via the catch-up facility on the new Pollutec Learn & Connect digital
platform.
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

Tunisia, Country of Honour

At each edition since 2002, Pollutec’s “Country of Honour” initiative has
highlighted one country in recognition of its environmental challenges and
projects. This year, Pollutec has chosen Tunisia, which was also highlighted
during the Pollutec Online digital edition in December 2020.
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Countries of Honour since 2002

Tunisia – a country that receives economic support from France, its largest client
and second largest supplier – has been specifically chosen due to the many
environmental challenges it faces. These include water protection and
management, refurbishment and maintenance of sewage networks, waste
management, energy efficiency and renewable sources, sustainable agriculture and
sustainable tourism.

As Country of Honour for this show, Tunisia will enjoy increased visibility for its
actions in the environment and energy sectors. It is a unique opportunity for both
exhibitors and visitors to the show to learn about its national expertise and that of
key players in waste management, water management, energy management and
sustainable tourism. Tunisia’s participation in Pollutec also provides an opportunity
for its official delegation to meet and talk with private and public experts from
around the world, who may be interested in getting involved and/or financing the
environmental projects to be unveiled at the show.

Under this initiative, Tunisia has two pavilions:

• one for institutions, organised in partnership with the Ministry of Local Affairs and
Environment

• and another bringing together 13 private Tunisian companies, organised by the
Tunisian Export Promotion Center (CEPEX). The 13 companies exhibiting
include 6 start-ups, who will present their projects on Tuesday 12 October at
15:00 in the Africa Forum (Hall 4 - M116).



- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -
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We are expecting a 50-strong Tunisian delegation, representing entities such as:

Ministry of Local Affairs and Environment
Ministry of Industry, Energy and Mines
Ministry of Agriculture and Hydraulic Resources
Secretary-General of Maritime Affairs
National Agency for Waste Management (ANGED)
National Office of Sanitation (ONAS)
National Agency for Energy Management (ANME)
National Water Supply Authority (SONEDE)
Tunisian Electricity and Gas Company (STEG)
Tunisian International Centre for Environmental Technologies (CITET)
Coastal Protection and Planning Agency (APAL)
Loans and Support Fund for Local Authorities in Tunisia (CPSCL)
Foreign Investment Promotion Agency (FIPA Tunisia)

Startup name Project description

AROMAIR
- Design of a 100% autonomous system that uses artificial intelligence to sense indoor air 
quality, to reduce risks of infection and contamination and improve olfactory comfort
- Design and manufacture of a smart console for real-time detection of indoor air quality, to 
reduce risks of contamination in healthcare settings

KYTO-PROD
KYTO-PROD is a biotech project. It is based on harnessing a natural resource - crab and 
shrimp shells - to extract a substance called “chitin” and convert it into “chitosan”. Chitosan is 
responsible for multiple biological processes, making it a good base for our range of products 
(cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, bioconservation, biofiltration and biofertilization)

DIGI SMART SOLUTIONS
(Participe aux Pollutec
Innovation Awards)

Manufacture of smart systems for real-time management of water quality through a mobile 
and internet app
Our products are used in multiple sectors: environmental, industrial, aquaculture, tourism, 
etc.
The system comprises a box with sensors and an IoT platform, for remote real-time 
monitoring of water quality in various environments. It detects and predicts anomalies, and 
notifies users to prevent damage and ensure optimized use of water resources.

PREFABULOUS
Design and manufacture of modular wooden building systems, allowing fast construction, but 
also flexibility as modules can be added or reconfigured later to constantly adapt to your 
needs

MAGICUBE INDUSTRIE Modular building, based on recycling shipping containers to create modular housing, 
commercial premises such as coffee shops, and standalone mobile laboratories

BAKO MOTORS Manufacture of eco-friendly vehicles running on solar electricity



- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

Africa Forum

68% of companies in sub-Saharan Africa say that environmental 
risks are significant to their business. 

Source: Report by the International Trade Centre (ITC), a joint agency of the United Nations 
and the World Trade Organization.

Although sub-Saharan Africa faces considerable economic and
environmental challenges, the region is taking positive steps to address
them. Many countries in the subcontinent are displaying innovation, such as
Benin with its progress in recycling plastic waste, Nigeria with its wastewater
treatment policy, and Gabon with renewables.

As Africa is the continent second best represented at Pollutec after Europe, since
2014 the show has included an Africa Forum (Hall 4 - M116), where experts,
officials and visitors can discuss the environmental challenges faced by Africa.

Visitors can also attend sessions delivered by officials from Benin, Cameroon, Côte
d’Ivoire, Senegal and Tunisia, among others.

- Officials: Minister for the Environment and Sustainable Development (Côte
d’Ivoire), Minister for Hydraulic Resources (Côte d’Ivoire), Mayor of Aplahoué
(Benin)

- Presentations by companies from Tunisia, Cameroon and Senegal
- Feedback on projects in Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso), San Pedro (Côte

d’Ivoire), Ouarzazate (Morocco), Aplahoué (Benin)
- Lessons learned by companies: CEMAT research centre, French Foreign

Trade Advisor, FASEP project promoters
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SPECIAL GUESTS AT EVERY POLLUTEC 
AS AT THE 2020 DIGITAL EDITION

Last December, Alain-Claude Bilie-by-Nze, Gabonese Minister of State and 
Minister of Energy & Water Resources, and Bruno Jean-Richard Itoua, 

former Congolese Minister of Energy & Hydraulic Resources, took part in a 
talk on financing renewable energy infrastructure projects in Africa.



- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

AFRICA FORUM PROGRAMME 

Tuesday October 12th

10:25 - 11:10 - Sustainable tourism and plastic waste - challenges and promising solutions in
Mediteranean area
 Interventions by Joëlle Colosio Deputy Executive Director of Territories at ADEME, Benoît

Thierry in charge of Waste and Circular Economy Projects at the Occitanie Region, Karine Niego
Director of YesWeGreen, Jérémie Fosse International expert on sustainable development and
green economy from EcoUnion, Roy Abijaoude President of Lebanese Developers and a
spokesperson from ANGED.

11:20- 12:05 - Decentralisation in Tunisia
 Interventions by representatives of the Tunisian Ministry of Local Affairs and Environment and 

the Caisse des Prêts et de Soutien des Collectivités Locales (CPSCL).

12:15 - 13:00 - Sea coastline in Tunisia
 Speech by Hassene Chatti, Director of Planning at ONAS.

13:10 - 13:55 - Senegal delegation presenting water management
 Interventions by Jany Arnal General Manager of SEN'EAU and Charles Fall General Manager of 

the Societé nationale des eaux du Sénégal (SONES)

14:05 - 14:50 - Ivory coast: ministry of environment & sustainable development; and Laurent Tchagba
Ministry of Hydraulic

15:00 - 15:45 - Tunisian start ups, country of the year
 Interventions by Moez Landolsi President of Magicube Industrie, Boubaker Siala President of

Bako Motors, Ilyes Chakroun President of Arom Air, Olfa Kilani President of Kyto-Prod, Afef
Bohli President of Digi Smart Solutions, Malik Nouira President of Prefabulous, Rim Debbich
Director of Arom Air's Research and Development Department, Walid Chaabane manager at
Magicube Industrie.

15:55 - 16:40 - Ouagadougou & San Pedro study cases
 Interventions by Halimatou Mama Awal and Sébastien Rolland Head of International Activities at 

Urbalyon.

16:50 - 17:35 – Cameroon
 Intervention by a representative of HYSACAM

17:45 - 18:30 - Managing the energy transition in Senegal
 Speech by Kader Diop, Advisor to the Director General of the National Renewable Energy 

Agency of Senegal (ANER).

Wednesday October 13th 

09:30 - 10:15 - Initiative In Burkina-Faso
 Intervention of Abdoul Aziz Zabsonre Project Manager/Consultant CSR/ESG & Sustainable

Development of Territories

10:25 - 11:10 - AEWEN: a european project to develop collaborations with Africa in the water and
energy sectors
 Interventions by Ingrid Milcent from International Manager Tenerrdis and Mercè Martín Goula

International Project Manager at Catalan Water Partn.
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

AFRICA FORUM PROGRAMME 

11:20 - 12:05 - Water in Africa : challenges and opportunities
 Interventions by Sylvie Fure Head of the Cleantech Department at Business France, Robert

Kiarie Cleantech Export Business Officer at Business France Kenya and East Africa, Omar Sow
Head of Senegal and West Africa at Business France Senegal, Hubert Odier Managing Director
of LMS World Water Treatment, Frédéric Maurel Deputy Head of the Water and Sanitation
Division of the French Development Agency (AFD) and Yvan Kedaj Managing Director at Aqua-
Valley and International Referent Director of France Water Team.

12:15 - 13:00 – Cameroon
Interventions by Camwater representatives.

13:10 - 13:55 - Waste water in Senegal

14:05 - 14:50 - Water management in Tunisia
Speech by Mosbah Helali, Director General of SONEDE.

15:00 - 15:45 - Refuse collection in Africa: a new approach and support as close as possible to
needs
 Interventions by Manuel Cournot and Rémi Lamenardie, respectively President and Export Sales 

Manager of SEMAT.

15:55 - 16:40 - Morocco: the greater Ouarzazate, an oasian city of the 21st century
 Interventions by Halimatou Mama Awal and Michel Jaouen, Vice-President of Ateliers de Cergy.

16:50 - 17:35 - ITC and sustainable developement in Tunisia
 Intervention by Nizar Ben Neji in charge of the Ministry of Communication Technologies in 

Tunisia.

Thursday October 14th

09:30 - 10:15 - Waste management in Tunisia
 Intervention by ANGED representative

10:25 - 12:05 - French fund for study and private sector assistance (FASEP)
 Interventions by Pierre Farineau, Deputy Head of the Direct Financing Office at the French 

Treasury, Claire Le Ster, Business marketing & communication Manager at Lagazel and Khalil 
Mouad, Africit-e project.

12:15 - 13:00 – Cameroon

13:10 - 13:55 - Energy transition in Tunisia
 Intervention by a representative of STEG International

14:05 - 14:50 - Energy in Tunisia
 Interventions by Belhassen Chiboub, Head of the Energy Programme at the Ministry of Industry, 

Energy and Mines of Tunisia, Fethi Hanchi, Director General of the Agence Nationale de 
Maîtrise de l'Energie (ANME) Tunisia and a representative of STEG.

15:00 - 15:45 - Solar thermal in Tunisia
 Interventions by representatives of ADEME, the National Institute for Solar Energy (INES) and 

the National Agency for Energy Management (ANME).

15:55 - 16:40 – CEE
 Interventions by Nabil Abid of ABN Engeeniring, Frédéric Droin Algerian Director of Cummins 

France, Renaud Barde Sales Manager South-West Collectivities and Industry / International Key 
Accounts Industry at Compte-R and Marc Hoffmeister President of Classe Export.
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

AFRICA FORUM PROGRAMME 

16:50 - 17:35 - Promoting energy efficiency in buildings and household appliances - crossing 
views in Mediterranean
 Round table discussion moderated by the journalist Olivier Pia with the participation of Fethi

Hanchi, Director General of the Agence Nationale de Maîtrise de l'Energie (ANME) Tunisia, 
Sami Marrouki, Senior Expert and Vice President of the TUuniCREE Cluster, Sara Elhag from 
RCREE and representatives of the ADEME.

Friday October 15th

09:30 - 10:15 - Business climate and investment opportunities in Tunisia
 Intervention by Hajer Haddad Deputy Director of FIPA.

10:25 - 11:10 - How local authorities and companies can get involved easily in international 
water and sanitation?
 Interventions by Martine Gernez President of the NGO HAMAP-Humanita, Christophe Lubac

Mayor of Ramonville Saint-Agne, Alain Carral Deputy for Ecological Transition, Zero Carbon
Strategy and International Relations of Ramonville Saint-Agne, Rémi Touron Head of
International Cooperation at the Rhone-Mediterranean-Corsica Water Agency, Maxime
Allossogbe Mayor of Aplhaoué, Mathieu Dakpe, Head of the Water and Sanitation Department
and in charge of decentralised cooperation for the city of Aplahoué, Amina Dahane, Project
Manager for the Africa Zone at HAMAP, Philippe Mouton, Head of the Lyon-Méditerranée branch
- Benin and Togo Network and Hélène Dromain, Vice President in charge of tourism and
international relations at the Metropole of Lyon.

11:40 - 12:25 - African sustainable cities MOOC
 Intervention by Muriel Desgeorges, Multilateral Project Officer at ADEME.

12:35 - 13:05 - Involving youth in the ecological transition, the experience of Moi Jeu Tri in Togo
& Cote d'Ivoire
 Paul Testard General Delegate of Moi Jeu Tri

14:05 - 14:50 – INSA
 Interventions by Sami Marrouki, Senior Expert and Vice President of the TUuniCREE Cluster, 

and representatives of INES PFE / ADEME, the Tunisian Hotel Federation, the Tunisian 
University and UTICA.
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

Circular Economy Forum

The circular economy is a major, central theme at Pollutec. During the 2018 edition,
Pollutec launched the first international summit for cities and regions driving the
circular economy, in partnership with the Greater Lyon authority. Officials from
many authorities around the world attended to present their circular economy
strategies and approaches. The highly successful summit featured plenary
sessions, exemplary site visits, workshops and business meetings.

Spurred on by this success, Pollutec has decided to repeat the initiative at the
2021 show, but in a scaled-up format as the Circular Economy Forum. The
Forum, located in Hall 4, is designed to highlight the major issues for the
circular economy, looking at France’s anti-waste law and the outlook in terms of
recycling and resource re-use. It also provides an opportunity to examine
governmental progress in this area, at national and international levels. In parallel,
Circular Cities workshops will showcase two European cities (Brussels - Belgium
and Lódź- Poland), who will share their experience in circular economy policy.

The Circular Economy Forum will have an ambitious programme, including panel
discussions and workshops featuring professionals working to implement the
circular economy (associations, competitivity clusters, local authorities and
companies), who will present their projects and initiatives. Prominent participants in
the Forum will include the French National Institute of Circular Economy (INEC), the
association Orée, the French business cluster Team2, Bouygues, and the
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region.
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Key figures from
the 2018 edition

634 participants

52 projets presented

28 countries 
represented



- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

CIRCULAR ECONOMY FORUM PROGRAMME

Tuesday October 12th

13:45 - 14:50 - The anti-waste law for a circular economy: eighteen months since the law was
passed, what implementation?
 Interventions by Emmanuelle Ledoux General Director of the National Institute for the Circular

Economy, Emeline Baume Vice-President for the Economy, Employment, Trade, Digital and
Public Procurement at the Metropolis of Lyon, Laurence Carles Director of the Régie de quartier et
des territoires (Neighbourhood and Territory Management Board) of the City of Montauban, Cécile
Baraillé Head of Social Innovation at Auvergne Rhône Alpes of Suez, Nathalie Boyer General
Delegate of OREE, and Arnaud Humbert-Droz Executive Chairman of VALDELIA.

15:00 - 15:45 - Geocycle inerting offer: an innovative and competitive solution to manage your
polluted soil
 Interventions by Nouffou Tapsoba, Head of Specialty Cements at LafargeHolcim, Ivan Serclerat

and Benjamin Garry, respectively Business Developer for Binders and Valorisation and Head of
Polluted Land at Geocycle.

15:55 - 16:40 - How can we aggregate scattered local actions into a more visible, understandable
and duplicatable global approach?
 Interventions by Hélène Clot, Director of the Grenoble-Alpes Métropole Strategy and Public

Innovation Mission, Franck Torcinelli, Director of Urban Development for the City of Saint-Fons,
Henri Fraisse, President of Fidarec, Cédric Grignard, Director of New Business & Innovation at
Aderly, and Fiona Ottaviani, Researcher-teacher at EM Grenoble

16:50 - 17:10 - Circular economy according Tenaris Argentina
 Intervention by Manuel Fravega Environment Manager at Tenaris for the Southern Cone

17:45 - 18:30 - The implementation of the circular economy in Brittany
 Presentation by Loïc Evain of Bretagne Eco Entreprises

Wednesday October 13th

09:30 - 10:15 – Initiatives and perspectives for the recycling and reuse of electric batteries
 Interventions by Carole Magniez Director of Team2, Antoine Garandeau Business Manager for

Metals and Equipment at Team 2, Christophe Deboffe President of Néo Eco, Louis Dutriez
Executive Assistant at Lumiver, Arnaud Villers d'Arbouet President of Mécaware, Stéphane Bourg
Project Manager European and International Cooperation at CEA ISEC.

10:25 - 11:10 - What structuring model for industrial and territorial ecology (EIT) approaches?
 Intervention by representatives of the Orée association.

11:20 - 11:50 – European circular city spotlight : Brussels-capitale region
 Intervention by Barbara Trachte, Secretary of State for the Brussels-Capital Region

12:00 - 12:45 - Improving the recovery of waste from the public works and materials sectors in
aura: an objective shared by all players!
 Workshop organised by the Auvergne Rhône Alpes Region. Speeches by Michel Zablocki,

President of the Recycling Commission of UNICEM Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, and representatives
of FRTP Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, INDURA, and the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region.

13:10 - 13:55 – Scope products: wheeled bins and underground containers - products designed 
according to ec principles versus low cost products
 Intervention by Cese representatives.

14:05 - 14:50 - Replacing single-use packaging : what about reuse?
 Intervention by Anaïs Ryterband, co-founder and managing director of Pandobac.
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

CIRCULAR ECONOMY FORUM PROGRAMME

15:00 - 15:45 – New prospects for the recovery of materials from former metallurgical sites
 Interventions by Marta Popova Project manager at SPAQuE, Claudia Neculau Project

coordinator at SPAQUE, Tristan Debuigne from IXSANE, Benoît Mignon from CTP, Itzel Isunza
from the University of Liège, and Pauline Kessouri from BRGM

15:55 - 16:40 - The Biochar sector at the service of the territories, INTERREG Three C : Sharing
experience.
 Interventions by Lydia Fryda, UniLaSalle Energy/Biochar teacher-researcher, Abdoulaye Kane,

UniLaSalle Rennes research director, Rozenn Massé, B2E coordinator and Claire Chastrusse,
Kouros project director.

16:50 - 17:35 - Circularity of materials: the choice of reuse
 Intervention by Camille Bertin, Project Manager of the Reuse Booster.

Thursday October 14th

09:30 - 10:15 – How does the circular economy generate value creation for companies and
regions?
 Presentation By Orée Association

10:25 - 11:10 - Circular economy : how cities, companies and associations can locally cooperate
to reduce waste production ?
 Interventions by Mathilde Ensergueix, Director of the Waste Management Unit of Greater

Montauban, Emeline Baume, First Vice-President in charge of the economy at the Metropolis of
Lyon, Laureline Bourit, Circular Economy Project Manager at the Metropolis of Lyon, Laurence
Carles from Montauban Services, Cécile Baraillé, Project Manager for Maison pour Rebondir at
Suez, and Romain Truchi, Manager of the implementation programme at Ronalpia.

11:10 - 11:55 – Committed communities in Auvergne Rhône-Alpes: mobilizing stakeholders in
the circular economy
 Interventions by Frédéric Londeix, Director General of Services at SYTRAD and Nolwenn

Daridor, Rovaltain Project Manager and Environmental Management at Valence Romans Agglo.

12:05 - 12:35 – Circular city spotlight– Łódź city (Poland)
 Workshop moderated by Adam Pustelnik, Deputy Mayor of Łódź.

13:10 - 13:55 - Sustainable construction and development in the Nouvelle-Aquitaine region:
approaches, experiments & innovative projects
 Interventions by Thomas Ranchou, Territorial Referent and Innovation Europe Project Manager

at Odélys, Aurélie Lecanu, Director of the SIBA's Maritime and Waterways Division and Philippe
Renier, Deputy Director of Development and Operations at the Grand Port Maritime de
Bordeaux.

14:05 - 14:50 - Environmental innovation: solutions for your R&D projects by the Carnot Mica
Institute
 Interventions by Cyril Baldacchino Eco design project manager at APESA, Nicolas Thevenin

Engineer at RITTMO, Frédéric Ruch Polymer and composite engineering activity manager at
CETIM Grand Est.

15:00 - 15:45 – Bouygues’ new building concepts
 Presentation led by Bouygues with Stéphane Slama-Royer Deputy Managing Director, Roseline

Legrand Director of Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, Camille Gautier Innovation Leader, Sonia Da Silva
Director of the Key Accounts Department and Augustin Rousseau Coliving Manager.

15:55 - 16:40 – Geocycle solutions for the valorization of construction waste
 Intervention by François Raphael, Managing Director of Geocycle France's excavation activity.
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

CIRCULAR ECONOMY FORUM PROGRAMME

16:50 - 17:35 - How to simplify the implementation and management of your waste policy?
 Interventions by Grégory Bouchet Group Manager (SME-QE) at Bouygues Bâtiment Sud-Est,

Guillaume Challe RIV Company Manager at VINCI Facilities and Jérôme de Tomasi President
and founder of Waste Marketplace.

Friday October 15th

09:30 - 10:15 – The Circular School: from concept to implementation of the circular economy
 Workshop organised by the National Institute for Circular Economy (NICE)

11:00 - 11:45 – Textile recycling: what solutions for today and tomorrow
 Workshop organised by the Auvergne Rhône Alpes Region with the participation of Mara Poggio

Circular Economy Business Manager at CETI, Isabelle Ferreira Deputy Director of Research at
IFTH, Cécile Martin Innovation and Recycling Manager at ReFashion and representatives of
Orée.

12:00 - 12:45 - Pitch of hackathon's winners of the week tomorrow the textile, through the
circular economy
 Event organised by Ciridd, Techtera, UNITEX, and the Campus de Métiers, with the support of

the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region, the Metropolis of Greater Lyon and OPCO2i.

13:10 - 13:55 - Analyzing the trust capital of a territory, the territorial factory of trusts: a missing
brick in territorial dynamics?
 Intervention by Fidarec.
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

Innovation Showcase

Pollutec is all about publicising the very latest environmental innovations at the
show. Each edition unites the whole environmental market in dedicated areas and
halls bringing together cutting-edge technologies and equipment to serve industry,
cities and regions.
To promote innovative companies, Pollutec and its partners have allocated them
several areas within the 6 halls that make up the show, including:
• 4 start-up zones – Water, Waste, Sustainable Energy/Cities, Sea & Coastline
• GreenTech Innovation, organised by the French Ministry of Ecological

Transition
• Boost your business with Invest in Lyon, run by the Lyon Area Economic

Development Agency (Aderly)

The Pollutec Innovation Awards

Formerly known as the Vitrine de l’Innovation (Innovation Showcase), since 2016
the Pollutec Innovation Awards have been rewarding high market potential
technological innovations in the environment sector. Organised jointly with PEXE
(the French Cleantech Network),
the international competition attracts competitor companies and start-ups from all
over the world. After short-listing by a panel of experts, the 20 finalists will pitch their
innovations on Tuesday 12 October from 12:00 to 13:30 in The Podium area. The
award ceremony will take place from 17:00 to 17:45, when three companies will be
recognised and will enjoy greater visibility for the remainder of Pollutec and after the
show.

TIMETABLE FOR 2021 POLLUTEC INNOVATION AWARDS

POLLUTEC INNOVATION AWARDS 2021

Tuesday October 12th

12:00 - 13:30 – Plenary Stage - Pitches by the 20 companies shortlisted for the
Pollutec Innovation Awards
17:00 - 17:45– Plenary Stage - Pollutec Innovation Awards ceremony
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

The Pollutec Innovation Awards

WHO ARE THE 20 NOMINEES FOR THE POLLUTEC INNOVATION AWARDS
2021?

20

Turnkey solution for collective self-consumption Unit with integrated optical sorting for fast and
accurate processing of lightweight materials

Water reuse unit with zero liquid discharge (for an
AFI plant)

Process for the recovery of heavy metals from
industrial water using CHFS and supercritical water

Technologie de recyclage des plastiques par
renforcement de leurs propriétés et stabilisation

DND Biotech Srl

Soil bioremediation mobile platform.

All-in-one stormwater management module Stand-alone version of the Jellyfishbot floating waste
collector

Induction for the decarbonisation of industry Gas analyser by photoacoustic spectrometry

Low temperature production of nitrogen fertilizer from
ammonia in effluent

Probiotic solution for the treatment of cooling towers

Energy performance management platform for
industrial systems

On-site, CO2-free hydrogen production solution

Self-consumption cabinet with energy storage Solution for detecting SARS-CoV-2 markers in
wastewater networks

Portable asbestos and dioxin sampler Multi-purpose clean-up boat for the collection of floating
waste

Extension of the ToxMate multi-species biomonitoring
station to drinking water

Production of high purity copper from 100% scrap



- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

Green Days : Business Meetings

A genuine catalyst for network-building, Pollutec is the opportunity for environment
industry professionals from all over the world to meet together and discuss their
areas of expertise.

As a prime example, Pollutec has launched the Green Days business meetings, 
jointly organised with the Auvergne-Rhône-Alps Regional CCI and its partners from 
the European Commission’s Enterprise Europe Network. During this activity, which 
will run throughout the show, customised meetings will be set up to foster links 
between government organisations, public authorities, companies and research 
centres.

It should be noted that, at Pollutec 2021, for the first time since its
establishment, the Green Days programme will be accessible physically
and/or virtually, giving participants many more opportunities to interact with each
other.

GREEN DAYS PROGRAMME 2021

Tuesday October 12th

14:30 to 16:45 - Horizon Europe and the Green Deal

14h30-14h55: Introduction: presentation of Enterprise Europe Network services and
the Horizon Europe Programme
 Interventions by Salvatrice Bufalino, Enterprise Europe Network Coordinator of the

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes CCI, and Fanny Dequidt, Innovation and European funding
advisor of the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Drôme CCI
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Key figures for Polutec
2021 business meetings

843 participants

57 countries represented

1 070 scheduled meetings



- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

14h55- 15h05 : The Green Deal: general framework (and links with Horizon Europe)
 Interventions by Enrico Mazzon National Contact Point for Climate and Energy and

Cristina Casian National Contact Point "Bio Environment" at Horizon Europe.

15h05 - 15h20 : Horizon Europe - cluster 5 - "climate, energy and mobility": objectives
and fields of intervention
 Interventions by Enrico Mazzon National Contact Point for Climate and Energy

15h20- 15h35 : Horizon Europe - cluster 6 - "food, bioeconomy, natural resources,
agriculture and environment": objectives and fields of intervention
 Intervention of Cristina Casian National Contact Point "Bio Environment" at Horizon

Europe.

15h35 - 16h10 : Presentation of other European funding schemes: LIFE, Eureka
Eurostars, EIC and company testimony
 Interventions by Odile Henin, International Innovation Officer at BPI France, Nadia

Lamhandaz, Project Manager in the LIFE Environment unit of the European
Commission's European Climate, Infrastructure and Environment Executive Agency
(CINEA) and Sophie Masola, Innovation and European funding advisor at the
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Lyon Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

16h15-16h30 : Feedback from an evaluator on H2020 projects: tips and tricks
 Interventions by Guy Baret R&D Manager of SELVERT.

16h30- 16h45 : Questions & Answers
 Intervention by Estelle Perinel International and European funding advisor of the CCI

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Grenoble.

Jobs-Skills-Training area

In the run-up to the show, a large number of job offers were placed on line on
Pollutec partner site Emploi-environnement.com. Candidate-visitors who have
applied will be able to meet recruiters within the Job-Skills-Training area on stand
K129 (Hall 4) during the four days of Pollutec. On this stand, exhibitor-recruiters will
be able to give advice to candidates or even offer them professional opportunities
during job-dating sessions. It should be noted that candidate profiles will be
available to all recruiters so they will be able to make direct contact with potential
employees.
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

Original, entertaining and immersive activities

This year, Pollutec has devised a first-rate programme of activities aiming to
generate individual and collective awareness about the environmental issues facing
the Earth. Water resource management, climate change and marine pollution are
themes explored in the following activities:

• The Water Hub

Since its establishment, Pollutec has always put water at the centre of its
concerns. The show’s 2021 edition contains a large exhibition space devoted to
this vital resource in its Water area. Covering 215 m2, the Water Hub consists
of 7 sections with exhibitors and innovations relating to the domestic water
cycle. Themed trails and mini-workshops will enable visitors to acquire an in-
depth understanding of the subject. In addition to this immersive approach,
visitors will be able to play a decisive role in the Water Hub: they will be
presented with innovative solutions during two-minute pitches and will then be
asked to choose the most relevant.

Lieu : Hall 6

Location: Hall 6
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

• Gaïatica Escape Game

First presented on Pollutec Online in 2020, the digital version of the Gaïatica
escape game proved popular among participants. Although the activity is now
available in virtual format for 2021, it will also be physically present. At the heart
of this original experience, based on a scientific study whose sources have been
verified by climatologist Jean Jouzel, visitors will learn about the challenges
resulting from climate disruption. They will then be invited to “save the Earth” by
taking decisions to limit global warming. Open to all, the simulation is supported
by the Ministry for the Ecological Transition, the Nouvelle-Aquitaine Regional
Council, the Initiative France network and Cap Sciences in Bordeaux.

Location: Place des lumières 

SESSIONS AT POLLUTEC

Wednesday October 13th
13:00 - 14:05 at the plenary stage

Friday October 15th
12:45 - 13:45 at the plenary stage
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- Pollutec 2021: details of this hybrid edition -

• Exhibition: “Plasticised seas and oceans”

To further raise awareness among Pollutec visitors of marine and coastal pollution,
the show includes an exhibition focusing on this crucial issue: “Plasticised seas and
oceans”. Designed by the Expedition MED collective, this educational exhibition
aims to show the public the damage caused to the natural world by plastic waste,
while revealing the solutions available to reduce this form of pollution. It will be open
over the four days of the show within Pollutec Sea & Coastline.

Location: Hall 6 gallery
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Themed trails
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Themed trails

To help you make the most of your visit to the show at Eurexpo Lyon, Pollutec has
created themed trails specifically for the media. These trails will guide you to the
exhibitors, talks and activities related to the themes that are most likely to interest
you. The five trails cover the following themes:

· Pollutec Sea & Coastline,
· Circular Economy,
· Energy Efficiency,
· Sustainable Industry,
· Sustainable Cities and Regions.

In the form of handy guides, these themed trails are in the Appendix to this pack,
but can also be provided at the show by the Pollutec press office.
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A NEW EVENT 
INCUBATED IN 
THE HEART OF 

POLLUTEC
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Pollutec Sea & Coastline: more on this new 
event incubated at the heart of Pollutec 2021 

and scheduled in Nantes from 21 to 22 
september 2022

For over 20 years, Pollutec has been determined to highlight the expertise and
solutions tackling sea- and coastline-related environmental issues. The 2016 launch
of a permanent Sea & Coastline Forum with a varied, wide-ranging programme
testified to the importance accorded to this vital topic within the show.

29

« It’s a great honour for me to be sponsor of this first
Pollutec Sea & Coastline. The show’s ambitions are in
absolute accord with my own professional and
personal commitments, particularly through the
RespectOcean organisation… It’s quite possible to
have an ocean economy respectful of marine and
coastal ecosystems, and holding such an event is an
amazing opportunity to talk about the subject and

discuss how to make real progress »
Raphaëla le Gouvello

In 2021, Pollutec is going even further
by introducing an event devoted to
environmental innovations in maritime
activities and coastline management
together with the show: Pollutec Sea
& Coastline. The new event’s
inauguration will have the support of
its sponsor, world-famous windsurfer,
Raphaëla le Gouvello, who also
founded the association
RespectOcean.



- Pollutec Sea & Coastline: more on this new event incubated at the 
heart of Pollutec 2021 and scheduled in Nantes from 21 to 22 

september 2022 -

Pollutec Mer & Littoral brings together in a dedicated space the various players
concerned by the challenges of blue growth, such as professionals from the
maritime industry, elected officials from local authorities along the coast, and
suppliers of eco-efficient solutions (equipment, technologies, innovations, services,
etc.). They will have the opportunity to present the latest innovations and
demonstrate progress in these areas:

• planning and infrastructure in coastal areas,
• managing risk and pollution in the marine and coastal environment,
• monitoring and conserving marine & coastal ecosystems and biodiversity,
• sustainable recycling of marine resources,
• the ecological and energy transition of marine and port activities.

With Pollutec Sea & Coastline, the show is demonstrating its commitment to
developing the specific environmental expertise to address the sustainability needs
of human and economic activities at sea and in coastal areas, while fostering the
rational transition of marine and maritime activities towards greater sustainability.

FOCUS ON THE ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS AFFECTING THE 
MEDITERRANEAN AND THE PACA REGION

For its first physical edition, Pollutec Sea & Coastline will draw up an inventory of 
the challenges facing the Mediterranean PACA region (Provence-Alpes-Côte 
d'Azur), which include: 

- The reconstruction and protection of marine and coastal ecosystems
(combating plastic waste, ecological reconstruction, biodiversity protection,
water quality monitoring etc.).

- How to rethink coastlines and limit coastal erosion and marine submersion
(monitoring rising sea levels, urban planning, solutions to limit shoreline
retreat, etc.).

- The greening of port activities (water and waste treatment, dry docks,
electrification of dockland and port infrastructure, new energies, etc.).

Innovative projects and solutions to deal with these issues will also be presented at
the show through a series of talks by representatives from the French Office for
Biodiversity (OFB), CITEPA (Technical Reference Center for Air Pollution and
Climate Change) and CEREMA (French Centre for Studies and Expertise on Risks,
Environment, Mobility and Urban Planning).
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80% of marine waste comes from the land 
and flows into the sea via waterways.



- Pollutec Sea & Coastline: more on this new event incubated at the 
heart of Pollutec 2021 and scheduled in Nantes from 21 to 22 

september 2022 -

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS OF POLLUTEC SEA & COASTLINE

In addition to the many topic-specific talks from well-known speakers, the new show
will include two events linked to marine and coastal topics:

• Thursday 14 October will see the second edition of the Ecotech
Sustainable Port Day organised by PEXE with the support of ADEME
(French Agency for Environment and Energy Management). Its objectives are
to increase awareness and accelerate the deployment of innovative French
solutions to respond to the environmental challenges facing the energy and
the circular economy, together with the virtuous transition of maritime and river
ports. This day will be organised around pitches by solution providers, the
actions ports themselves are taking to address their problems, and qualified
meetings (B2B format), together with news updates and support tools for the
ecological transition.

• The Riverdating event is an annual meeting organised by Voies Navigables
de France (French Waterways Authority). It enables European stakeholders in
inland waterways transport and multimodal logistics to meet and exchange
ideas, providing an opportunity to think about waterways transport and its
positive environmental impact. This year, the event will take place at Euroexpo
as a joint exhibition at Pollutec from 12 - 14 October. The multi-modality of
inland waterways transport is closely related to the themes addressed at
Pollutec Sea & Coastline.

OUR PARTNERS

FOR YOUR DIARIES

See you from 21 to 22 September 2022 at Pollutec Mer & Littoral, the event
dedicated to sea and coastal environmental solutions in Nantes.
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- Pollutec Sea & Coastline: more on this new event incubated at the 
heart of Pollutec 2021 and scheduled in Nantes from 21 to 22 september

2022 -

PROGRAMME OF POLLUTEC SEA & COASTLINE 2021

Tuesday October 12th

13:15 - 14:00 - Pollutec Sea & Coastline opening ceremony
 Interventions by the patron of the event, Raphaëla Le Gouvello of Respect Ocean, Arnaud

Leroy, President of ADEME, Olivier Poivre d'Arvor, Ambassador for the Poles and Maritime
Issues at the Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs, Denis Lacroix of IFREMER, Patricia Ricard
of the Institut Océanographique Paul Ricard

14:00 - 15:15 - Start-Up pitches - Water - Sea And Coastline

14:05 - 14:50 - Ocean Plastification
 Intervention by Patrick Deixonne, navigator and founder of the association Expédition 7e

Continent.

15:00 - 15:45 - Social entrepreneurship to counter plastic pollution
 Speech by Simon Bernard, President of Plastic Odyssey.

15:55 - 16:40 - Combining operational and strategic levels to prevent plastic pollution with
different actors
 Interventions by Lucile Courtial Executive Secretary of Beyond Plastic Me, Marie Le Texier

founder and director of ConsultantSeas and Florent Kohler Area Key Account Director at
InterContinental

16:50 - 17:35 - A garbage truckload of plastic waste dumped every minute: how can we find a
comprehensive answer to protect the oceans?
 Intervention by Yvan Bourgnon, President and Founder of The SeaCleaners.

17:45 - 18:30 - Plastic oceans and seas, a planetary ecocide!
 Introduction by Bruno Dumontet, Founder and Director of Expéditions Med.

Wednesday October 13th

09:30 - 10:15 - Participatory marine conservation with coral guardian, from the Indo-pacific to the 
Mediterranean
 Intervention by Martin Colognoli, Director and co-founder of Coral Guardian.

10:25 - 11:10 - The Mediterranean marine protected areas: what benefits for maritime
companies?
 Intervention by by Michel Peltier, "sea" delegate of the French Office for Biodiversity (OFB).

11:20 - 12:15 - Innovative solutions for the preservation of marine ecosystems

13:10 - 13:55 - Wave-submersion risk management: forecast and assistance
 Interventions by Bertrand Pons, Director of the Sea Division of SUEZ Environmental Solutions,

Laëtitia Jourdan, SUEZ technical expert, Michel Laborde, Deputy Mayor of Biarritz, Agnès
Chabault, Director of Sustainable Coastal Development in Biarritz.

14:05 - 14:50 - Massive sargassum strandings, a challenge for the Antilles
 Intervention by Fabienne Battaglia-Brunet, researcher in microbiology at BRGM, Pascal Jean

Lopez, director of the Observatoire Hommes-Milieux Littoral Caraïbe at Laboratoire BOREA,
Simon Chapron, environment project manager at BRGM, Marine Marie-Charlotte, environment
engineer at ADEME, and representatives of the Guadeloupe Region and the Cellule PULSAR.
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- Pollutec Sea & Coastline: more on this new event incubated at the 
heart of Pollutec 2021 and scheduled in Nantes from 21 to 22 september

2022 -

PROGRAMME OF POLLUTEC SEA & COASTLINE 2021

15:00 - 15:45 - Microplastic in the environment: plan-measure-assess
 Intervention by Jens Reiber, GmbH at Wessling.

15:30 - 16:45 - Start-Up pitches - Water - Sea And Coastline

16:50 - 17:30 - Space for better management of ports and shipping environmental impacts
 Interventions by by Yann Guichoux President of eOdyn, Emmanuel-Marie Peton

Innovation Manager of the French Maritime Cluster, Marc Lennon President of Hytech
Imaging, Alessio Maglio Marine Environment Research Officer at Sinay, Antoine Thebaud
President of SeaProven and Eric Brel Space applications expert at CNES.

17:45 - 18:30 - Control of the impacts of maritime traffic in the Mediterranean - technologies and
regulatory systems

Thursday October 14th

10:00 - 10:15 - Blue economy: introduction keynote - Patricia RICARD
 Intervention by Patricia Ricard President of the Institut Océanographique Paul Ricard

10:25 - 11:25 - Combining environment protection with marine resource management and 
sustainable growth
 Interventions by Marie-Noëlle Tiné-Dyèvre Deputy Director of the French Maritime Cluster and 

François Guerquin Director of Plan Bleu.

12:15 - 13:00 - Innovative solutions for the management and recovery of dredged sediments
 Intervention by Pôle Mer Méditerranée.

12:45 - 13:30 - Anthropogenic impacts and climate change: the Sargasso invasion
 Interventions by Cinov representatives : Stéphane Kervella, Caroline Tessier and Didier 

Grosdemange.

13:10 - 13:55 - Innovation to develop new processes for recycling
 Interventions by  Carole Magniez, Director of Team2, Antoine Garandeau, Business Manager for 

Metals and Equipment at Team 2, Tristan Debuigne, Innovation and Business Development 
Manager at IXSANE and Marjorie Darcet, President and Co-founder of LIXO.

14:00 - 15:15 - Start-Up pitches - Water - Sea and Coastline

14:05 - 14:50 - Designing the adaptation of coastal cities to sea level rise

15:00 - 15:45 - Sustainable ports: environmental public policies and circular economy
Interventions by Cerema representatives : Julie Droit, Head of Coastal and Environmental Studies, 
Fabrice Daly, Director of the Ports and Navigation Department, Sophie Rumin, Head of the Transport 
and Traffic Group, Laurent Eisenlohr, Head of the Waste, Polluted Soil and Groundwater Group, CD 66, 
Pierre-Yves Belan, Head of the Integrated Environmental Approach Project, and Agathe Denot, Head of 
the Circular Economy and Resource Preservation Project.
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heart of Pollutec 2021 and scheduled in Nantes from 21 to 22 september

2022 -

PROGRAMME OF POLLUTEC SEA & COASTLINE 2021

15:55 - 16:40 - The choice of nature-based solutions for the preservation of rivers and coastlines
 Intervention by Eco-Maires.

15:55 - 16:40 - Perspectives and innovation in flood warning system approaches
 Interventions de by by Sophie Lecacheux, Coastal risk expert at BRGM, Matthieu Chevallier,

Head of Wave Watch at Météo France, Éric David, Head of Coastal Risk and Climate Change at
BRGM, Olivier Caillaud, Head of Sea Defence at PMCO Pôle Métropolitain Côte d'Opale

16:50 - 17:35 - Network for monitoring storms and their impacts
 Interventions by Yann Balouin, BRGM coastal project manager, Claire Dufau, Team Leader

Ocean and Costal Applications towards Territories Environment Climate Department at CLS
(Collecte Localisation Satellites) and a spokesperson from DREAL Occitanie.

Friday October 15th

09:30 - 10:15 - Marine biodiversity protection: a new strengthened policy for Posidonia meadows
 Interventions by Pierre Boissery, Coastal Waters and Mediterranean Coast Expert of the Rhone-

Mediterranean-Corsica Water Agency and Marion Brichet, in charge of Marine Environment 
Missions at the Ministry of the Sea

10:00 - 11:15 - Start-Up pitches - Water - Sea and Coastline

10:25 - 11:25 - Protection of the sea and coastline: action plan and projects in Tunisia
 Interventions by Mehdi Ben Haj Director of Coastal Planning and Rehabilitation (APAL) and Ali 

Ben Hamouda Director of the Integrated Maritime Policy Section of APAL.

10:25 - 11:10 - Greening the inland waterway fleet, a global stake
 Intervention of VNF representative

12:15 - 13:00 – APER - the French industry for deconstruction and recycling of end-of-life leisure 
boats
 Intervention by Guillaume Arnauld des Lions General Delegate of APER.

13:10 - 13:55 - Tunisian session
 Intervention by Mehdi Ben Haj Director of Coastal Planning and Rehabilitation of APAL and Ali 

Ben Hamouda Director of the Integrated Maritime Policy Section of APAL
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Useful information

Dates
From 12 to 15 October 2021

Times
Tuesday 12 October          9:00 – 18:30
Wednesday 13 October     9:00 – 18:30
Thursday 14 October         9:00 – 18:30
Friday 15 October              9:00 – 16:00 

Location
Parc des Expositions EUREXPO LYON 

9 avenue Louis Blériot
69686 CHASSIEU – France

Getting to the show

By car

From Lyon: 
Porte Ouest Visiteurs (West Visitors Gate)

A43 motorway, Eurexpo exit
Boulevard de l’Europe - 69680 Chassieu

From Paris/Geneva: 
Porte Nord Visiteurs (North Visitors Gate)

A46 motorway Rocade Est (East ring road), exit 8 “Euroexpo Visiteurs”
Rue Marius Berliet - 69680 Chassieu

From Chambéry/Grenoble: 
Porte Sud Visiteurs (South Visitors Gate)

A46 motorway Rocade Est (East ring road), exit 10 “Euroexpo Visiteurs”
Boulevard des Expositions - 69680 Chassieu

Car parks are available at the Eurexpo Lyon site.
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- Useful information -

Public transport

From the centre of Lyon (35min)
Metro line D - "Grange-Blanche" stop

+ tram T5 - Eurexpo stop.

From Part-Dieu railway station (30min)
Tram T3 - Vaulx-en Velin – La Soie stop

+ shuttle - line 100 "Direct Eurexpo".

From Saint-Exupéry airport (40min)
Tram Rhônexpress - Vaulx-en Velin – La Soie stop

+ shuttle - line 100 "Direct Eurexpo".

From Perrache railway station (35min)
Tram T2 - "Grange-Blanche" stop

+ tram T5 - Eurexpo stop.

By taxi

There are 1,400 taxis available to take you to Lyon Eurexpo.

Main booking offices:
Allo Taxi

+33 (0)4 78 28 23 33 / www.allotaxi.fr
Radio Taxi

+33 (0)4 72 10 86 86 / www.taxilyon.com
Taxi Lyonnais

+33 (0)4 78 26 81 81 / www.taxilyonnais.com
Airport Taxis

+33 (0)4 72 22 70 90 / www.taxislyonaeroport.com
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- Useful information -

How to access Pollutec?
Before the event: when your registration request was received, the Pollutec press
office would have sent you an electronic badge.
This badge, valid for the four days of the event, gives you free access to the show.

Journalists who do not have a badge must go to reception and show their press
card. They will be issued with a badge bearing their name. If necessary, you may
contact press office staff on site (contact details at the beginning and end of this
pack).

What are the sanitary requirements for entering the 
show?

Eagerly awaited by both national and international environmental experts, this
hybrid edition of Pollutec will comply with all the French government’s
recommendations to ensure the health of all participants (health pass required to
enter the show, mandatory face masks, sanitising gel available throughout the show
area, restricted numbers and flow management, with strengthened health checks
for in-show catering and reminders about Covid-19 protection measures, etc.).
These measures will be modified in the event of updates to government directives.
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- Useful information -

Map
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APPENDICES

Key figures of the last physical edition of Pollutec 
in 2018
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In a nutshell:

2 200 exhibitors

400 conferences

70 000 professionals

128 countries
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Full programme of Pollutec 2021
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In 2021, the Pollutec show is launching its on-line information platform, Pollutec
Learn & Connect. This platform will provide visitors with access to the latest news
about the environment and the companies present at the show. Visitors will be
able to consult the Solutions Directory, expert testimony, white papers, the press
kiosk, the Capteurs d’Avenir blog and discover or rediscover Webinars, panel
discussions and interviews, but also talks that have been given at previous
editions of Pollutec.
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About RX France - www.rxglobal.com

RX France manages a portfolio of world-class, French and international
face-to-face, virtual and hybrid events covering 20 industry sectors
including MIPIM, MAPIC, Batimat, Pollutec, EquipHotel, SITL, IFTM Top
Resa, MIPCOM, MIPTV, FIAC, Paris Photo… and many more. RX
France’s events take place in France, China, India, Italy, Mexico, Russia
and the United States.
We serve our clients as we accompany their strategic business
development and roll out the best of physical and digital events.
RX France is part of RX (previously Reed Exhibitions).

Press contact – Agence Profile: pollutec@agence-profile.com
and at the show: 04 26 84 60 05

Olivia Chabbert : 06 60 46 52 23 - Anna Lesbros : 06 50 12 36 18

http://www.rxglobal.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Reed-Expositions-France-190698044305531/
https://twitter.com/ReedExpositions
https://www.linkedin.com/company/reed-expositions
https://www.youtube.com/c/reedexpo
http://www.reedexpo.fr/events/
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